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Great news - we have the Click and Collect function 

in e-retailer ready for release. 

This introduces a new shipping method called Click 

and Collect which will allow a customer to nominate 

which branch they wish to pick a product up from.   

Rules behind the scenes will determine if the stock 

the customer has ordered must be present at the 

selected branch only – or it may alternatively exist at any branch and you must determine 

the best method of sending it to the nominated branch.  

Because a situation can arise where the 

customer wishes to pick up product in a short 

time frame there is the option to send an email 

directly to the branch so that the pick can be 

expedited quickly.   To enable this the email 

address of each branch may now be maintained 

within e-retailer.  There is a new email 

template for Click and Collect where you can 

inform the customer of the procedures for this 

type of order and the likely availability 

timeframe.  

 

Changing the email template 

 

  

 Click & Collect 

 Mouse Over 

 Quick View 

 Search now uses UDF table 

 Order Number Sequence 
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Setting Click and Collect as a Shipping Method 

 

Set Shipping Rate with zero value 

 

Setting the email addresses at branch level (Stock availability page is renamed branches) 

 

 

 

Click and Collect method will appear at the checkout page: 
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The branch address details that the system uses are those set against the branch in e-

retailer. 
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This function allows the image to switch when a mouse is moved over it.  Options  control 

the way in which the image changes. 

Select the option from Store/Configuration/Category Page 

 

If you would like it to switch between the first two images loaded for the product then 

select on hover.  When you hover over the image it will switch to the alternate image – 

when you mouse away from the image it will revert to the original. 

 

If you would like it to switch images when you move through the sectors within the image 

then the “on sector within image” option above may be set to 2 otr 3 images.  
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This allows a customer to select a product from the category page and instead of it moving 

to a full product screen it simply pops up an overlay on the category page – meaning that 

when you click out it reverts to the category page.   This speeds up the process when a 

customer is browsing through a range of products. 

In configuration/product description 

Select Quickview from the drop down menu. 

 

Now when viewing the category page the words “quick view” will appear. 

 

Clicking on “Quick View” will then give a pop-up overlay where the 

details can be seen and on exiting the screen reverts to the category 

page. 
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The search facility now also uses the User Defined Fields (UDF) in e-retailer. 

 

 

When e-retailer allocates the first customer order number it starts with 1000.   A number 

of customers have struck a problem where this sequence number has clashed with other 

wholesale orders that have been processed through the order Processing module in 

Counter Intelligence. 

Therefore e-retailer now commences with a sequence number of 500001 in new sites. 
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